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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Special education has become an accepted part of the American 

public school system. While many areas of exceptionality are represented, 

the one which has received the most attention since World War II is 

mental retardation. The late John F. Kennedy did much to encourage 

our society to intensify the search for solutions to the problems of 

the mentally retarded. This area is also the largest in terms of num

bers served in special education classes. 

The American Association on Mental Deficiency has identified 

four levels of mental retardation which include mild, moderate, severe, 

and profound. The first two groups are currently being educated in 

public schools. The mildly retarded are referred to as educable men

tally retarded (EMR) while the term used for the identification of the 

moderately retarded is trainable mentally retarded (TMR). In addition 

to intelligence, these two groups differ in other aspects, one of which 

was investigated in this study. 

While it is generally agreed that an individual cannot be di

vided into mental, physical, and emotional categories, each to be studied 

irrespective of the others, we do make this distinction for academic pur

poses. Also, educators have found it helpful to determine what degree 

of relationship, if any, exists among the categories. The possibility 

that a relationship does exist between mental and physical abilities was 

1 
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investigated and a comparison made between the motor performance of the 

educable mentally retarded and trainable mentally retarded. 

Prior to 1950, little research had been conducted to determine 

whether intelligence correlates with motor performance. Tredgoldl and 

Dol12 gave early indications that motor deficiency accompanied mental 

deficiency but it was not until the late 1950's and early 1960's that 

results from studies led authorities to believe that a significant rela

tionship does exist between motor performance and intelligence. If the 

degree of motor deficiency is comparable to the degree of intellectual 

impairment, then there should be a significant difference in the motor 

performance of the educable mentally retarded and the trainable mentally 

retarded. A study by Cratty indicated that this is true. 3 

THE PROBLEM 

The President's Council on Physical Fitness was established in 

1956 by President Eisenhower who had been alerted to the poor physical 

fitness of America's youth. As a result, the Youth Fitness Test was de

veloped and used in a national survey in 1957-1958. The results con

firmed that our youth were not as physically fit as the youth of other 

nationalities. This awareness provided the incentive. Since that time 

lAo F. Tredgold, A Textbook of Mental Deficiency (Baltimore: 
William Wood, 1937), cited by W. Sloan, "Motor Proficiency and Intel
ligence," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 55, (1951), 394-406. 

2E. A. Doll, "The Feeble-Minded Child," Manual of Child PSy
ChOl~, ed. L. Carmichael (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1946) pp. 
845-8 5. 

3Bryant J. Cratty, "Some Attributes of Mentally Retarded Children 
and Youth," California Journal Educational Research, September, 1967, 
pp. 188-193. 
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national norms have been established and the physical education programs 

throughout the country have been improved following this widespread test

ing program. The successful use of the test led the American Association 

for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER) and the Joseph P. 

Kennedy Jr. Foundation to develop the Special Fitness Test for the Men

tally Retarded which was published in 1968. 4 The original test was modi

fied by G. Lawrence Rarick and under his direction it was administered 

to 4,200 EMR boys and girls. 

If the conclusion is made that intelligence does correlate with 

motor performance, how then do TMRs compare with EMRs? This study was 

designed to investigate TMR results on a fitness test in terms of 

national standards which were previously established for the educable 

group. 

A pilot study was conducted in April and May of 1973 in Emporia, 

Kansas. In preparing for the Kansas State Special Olympics, students in 

special education classes in Unified School District 253 and clients at 

the Duane F. Hetlinger Memorial workshop were tested on the Special Fit

ness Test for the Mentally Retarded. This group included ten EMRs and 

twenty-one TMRs. It was noted at that time that the TMRs scored very 

low in terms of the national norms. The current standards appear to be 

inappropriate for the trainable mentally retarded. 

Statement of the Problem 

Is there a significant difference in the motor performance 

of the educable mentally retarded and the trainable mentally 

4Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation and AAHPER, Special Fitness 
Testmanual for the Mentally Retarded (Washington, D.C.: AAHPER, 1968). 
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retarded as measured by the Special Fitness Test for the Mentally 

Retarded? 

Statement of the Hypothesis 

There is no significant difference in the motor performance of 

the educable mentally retarded and the trainable mentally retarded as 

measured by the Special Fitness Test for the Mentally Retarded. 

Assumptions of the Study 

The students in special education classes for the trainable men

tally retarded have a common I.Q. range and level of functioning which 

differ from that of the educable mentally retarded. 

There are three postulates which support this assumption: 

1.	 Students whose measured I.Q. is 36-51 are candidates for 

admission to a special education class for the trainable 

mentally retarded. 

2.	 Students whose measured I.Q. is 52-68 are candidates for 

admission to a special education class for the educable 

mentally retarded. 

3.	 In the case of borderline I.Q. 's a decision concerning 

appropriate placement may be based on the general func

tioning level of that individual. 

The motor performance of the TMR students was not ultimately 

affected by variables in the method of testing employed in the survey. 

There are three postulates which support this assumption: 

1.	 Student performance was not affected by the testing date 

due to the fact that all testing took place on a Tuesday and 
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all students were given a minimum of one month adjustment 

period following the summer vacation. 

2.	 Student performance was not affected by improved efficiency 

in administering the test. 

3.	 Student performance was not greatly affected by the actual 

time of day when the test was administered wherein all 

possible efforts were made to test during optimal periods 

of the day. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine the degree of dif 

ference that exists between the EMR and the TMR in terms of motor per

formance and as a result of a large scale survey provide a tool with 

which to evaluate TMR motor proficiency with norms which better repre

sent the ability of this group. It had previously been confirmed that 

the motor performance of the educable mentally retarded could not be 

compared with that of the students in the "regular" classroom and con

sequently the Youth Fitness Test was modified, standardized on an educa

ble mentally retarded population, and norms were established for that 

group. No similar procedure had been undertaken to develop appropriate 

norms for the trainable group. As a result of this study norms for the 

trainable mentally retarded were developed which better represent the 

ability level of this group and therefore are more appropriate for 

evaluative purposes. 

Significance of the Study 

The field of special education has developed out of a recognized 

need to provide better educational opportunities for exceptional children 
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and adults. The exceptionality of some groups of individuals, such as 

the blind and deaf, was recognized earlier than that of others. In our 

own state the legislature has only recently mandated that special educa

tion classes be made available by July of 1974 to meet the needs of the 

developmentally disabled. The educable and trainable mentally retarded 

are included in the category labeled developmentally disabled. The EMR 

and TMR differ in I.Q. range as indicated by placement procedures in 

public school classes.~ This, however, is not the only difference that 

exists between the two groups. Educators are better prepared at this 

point to describe educational objectives for the EMR student than for 

the TMR studen~which is further evidenced by the lack of curriculum 

and materials specifically designed for the trainable group. 

This study was conducted to gain pertinent knowledge about the 

trainable mentally retarded in the area of motor proficiency. As pre

viously indicated, norms had been established for the EMR on the Special 

Fitness Test but nothing comparable for the TMR group had been developed. 

Educators working with TMR students have had to rely on the inappropri

ate standards for the educable mentally retarded for evaluating the motor 

performance of their students. Dissatisfaction with this inequity on 

the part of those working with the trainable mentally retarded was 

expressed by Julian Stein, Director of the Project on Recreation and 

Fitness for the Mentally Retarded, AAHPER, in a telephone conversation 

when he remarked that his office had received many complaints concerning 

this matter. Hopefully, these newly developed norms will facilitate 

better understanding and evaluation of the motor proficiency of the 

trainable mentally retarded. 
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

The following terms were used extensively and should be inter

preted as defined below. Particular attention should be given to the 

definition of motor performance. 

Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR) 

An educable mentally retarded individual has mild retardation 

in intellectual development. The I.Q. range for mild retardation is 

52-68 as defined by the American Association on Mental Deficiency. 

Trainable Mentally Retarded (TMR) 

A trainable mentally retarded individual has moderate retarda

tion in intellectual development. The I.Q. range for moderate retarda

tion is 36-51 as defined by the American Association on Mental Deficiency. 

Special Fitness Test for the Mentally Retarded 

This fitness test was developed jointly by the American Associa

tion for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER) and the 

Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation and was standardized on a population 

of educable mentally retarded and published in 1968. It will be refer

red to in this study as the Special Fitness Test. 

Motor Performance 

Motor performance will be interpreted to mean the physical fit

ness and specific aspects of motor performance as measured by the Special 

Fitness Test for the Mentally Retarded. 
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DOwn's Syndrome (Mongolism) 

A disorder resulting in extra chromosomal material. The majority 

of those affected have a chromosomal count of forty-seven rather than 

the usual forty-six. The overall physical appearance of these individ

uals is very similar and the degree of mental retardation is usually in 

the moderate and severe ranges. The name of the syndrome, Mongolism, 

resulted from a vague Oriental appearance of the individuals who have 

slanted eyes. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The TMR population tested in this study was limited to students 

in public school classes in the state of Kansas. The 105 classes in

volved was based on the 1972-1973 state department list of approved 

classes for the trainable mentally retarded. 

It was not the intent of this study to determine the importance 

of motor learning as compared to other channels of learning. Neither 

was it the intent to recommend a specific physical education program for 

the TMR. The scope of the study was limited to a determination of the 

motor differences between the EMR and the TMR and subsequently to pro

vide appropriate norms for the trainable group. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEM OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The definition of mental retardation invariably goes beyond a 

discussion of intellectual development. Definitions frequently included 

a discussion of social, adaptive, and physical development. In dis

cussing different areas of behavior the question arises concerning the 

degree of correlation among the categories. It becomes an important 

matter of consideration to the educator if in fact the emotional and 

physical development of the mentally retarded individual correlate with 

retardation in intellectual development. As previously outlined, the 

purpose of this study was to investigate the difference in motor per

formance of the EMR and TMR. The assumption has therefore been made 

that intellectual and physical impairment of the mentally retarded are 

related to a significant degree. The following discussion of related 

research is divided into three sections. The relationship between motor 

performance and intellectual functioning is discussed followed by first 

a comparison of the motor performance between students in the regular 

classroom and EMR students and then between that of EMR and TMR students. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BE'lWEEN INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING 

AND MOTOR PERFORMANCE 

Those who adhere to the Gestalt theory of psychology would contend 

that the mental, physical, and emotional categories of an individual are 

not separate entities but rather combine and interact to suggest something 

9 
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more than "the sum of the parts." If we choose to view the child as an 

integrated whole, what then is the effect on the remaining areas if there 

is an impairment in one area? Many authorities contend that mental re

tardation not only affects the individual in his intellectual function

ing but also skills and abilities in other areas. The Council for EX

ceptional Children and the American Association for Health, Physical 

Education, and Recreation (AAHPER) have accepted that impairments cor

relate rather than compensate. 1 This is not to suggest that for the 

physically handicapped the pattern of correlated deficiencies is the 

same. This study was limited to the motor deficiency that is associated 

with mental retardation. 

Early authorities in the field of retardation were convinced 

that an impairment in intellectual functioning is accompanied by a 

similar deficiency in motor performance. Tredgold identified a defect 

of muscular coordination as a common abnormality of mental defectives. 2 

Doll arrived at a similar conclusion with his observation that the motor 

functions of the feeble-minded tend to be deficient and defective. 3 

A study conducted by Ismail and Gruber produced results which 

further support the theory that motor performance correlates with 

!council for EXceptional Children and the American Association 
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, Recreation and Physical 
Activity for the Mentally Retarded (Washington, D.C.: CEC and AAHPER, 
1966), p. 19. 

2A. F. Tredgold, A Textbook of Mental Deficiency (Baltimore: 
William Wood, 1937), cited by W. Sloan, "Motor Proficiency and Intelli
gence," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 55, (1951), 394-406. 

3E• A. Doll, "The Feeble-Minded Child," Manual of Child Psy
ChOl~, ed. L. Carmichael (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1946) pp. 
845-5 5. 
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intellectual achievement. While the actual purpose of this study was 

to investigate the effectiveness of an organized physical education pro

gram on I.Q. and academic achievement scores, they did find a high cor

relation between coordination and balance abilities and academic and 

intellectual achievement. These investigators believed the relationship 

to be significant enough to permit prediction of intellectual achieve

ment by motor performance. 4 

A COMPARISON OF THE MOTOR PERFORMANCE OF STUDENTS IN THE 

REGUlAR ClASSROOM AND EMR STUDENTS 

Many studies have been conducted to determine to what degree 

motor performance is related to intelligence. An early example of this 

type of study was done by Sloan in 1951. Forty subjects were divided 

into two groups, twenty having I.Q.'s of ninety-seven and above and the 

remaining twenty with I.Q.'s of seventy-five and below. The subjects 

were tested on the Lincoln adaptation of the Oseretsky Tests of Motor 

Proficiency and on all six subtests, statistically reliable differences 

were found between the two groups.5 

A similar study and one more frequently referred to is the 

Francis and Rarick study. A battery of gross motor tests were given to 

284 mentally retarded and "normal" students in the public schools of 

Madison and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Intelligence, as measured by per

formance on standardized intelligence tests, was found to be positively 

4A. H. Ismail and J. J. Gruber, Motor Aptitude and Intellec
tual Performance (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1967), 
pp. 179-191. 

5W. Sloan, "Motor Proficiency and Intelligence," American 
Journal of Mental Deficiency, 55, (1951), 394-406. 
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correlated with most of the motor tests. It was also concluded that the 

mentally retarded children were markedly inferior to normal children on 

all motor performance tests.6 

For several years, AAHPER has sponsored the Project on Recreation 

and Fitness for the Mentally Retarded in conjunction with the Joseph P. 

Kennedy Jr. Foundation. These two groups have been actively involved in 

improving physical education programs for the mentally retarded. As a 

result of this interest, the Youth Fitness Test was modified and stan

dardized on an EMR population. This was done because "the same stan

dards of performance are not appropriate for them" (the mentally re

tarded).7 The statement is also made in the manual that mentally re

tarded children are subnormal in strength and muscular coordination and 

are two to four years behind children of normal intelligence in the de

velopment of most physical skills.8 

A CCMPARISON OF THE MOTOR PERFORMANCE OF 

EMR AND	 TMR STUDENTS 

While it appears that motor deficiency accompanies intellec

tual impairment, it has been further suggested that with a decrease 

in mental age, a higher correlation between I.Q. and motor ability is 

obtained. Bryant J. Cratty, the director of the Perceptual-Motor Learn

ing Laboratory, Department of Physical Education at the University of 

6R• J. Francis and G. L. Rarick, "Motor Characteristics of the 
Mentally Retarded," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 63, (1959), 
792-811. 

7Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation and AAHPER, Special Fitness 
Test Manual for the Mentally Retarded (Washington, D. C.: AAHPER, 1968), 
p.	 3. 

8Ibid • 
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California at Los Angeles, has studied extensively the motoric deficien

cies of exceptional children and the results of his studies support the 

idea that motor deficiency is a correlate of decreased mental age. Not 

only is there a difference between the motor performance of students in 

the regular classroom and those individuals in classes for the educa

ble mentally retarded, but there is also a significant difference in the 

motor performance of the EMR and TMR. 

Cratty's study with the mentally retarded yielded some signifi

cant results with regard to a comparison of the motor performance of the 

educable and trainable mentally retarded. In one study six primary per

ceptual motor attributes were tested on a population of 200 retarded and 

neurologically impaired children and youth. These individuals were drawn 

from the Los Angeles area and the age range was five to twenty years. 

A specially constructed test was administered to eighty-three subjects 

twice and was found to be reliable. The six motor attributes tested 

were body perception, gross agility, balance, locomotor behavior and 

agility, tracking, and throwing. 

The results of Cratty's study were significant. The mean cor

relation for the scoreS of the educable retardates was .345, while the 

mean correlation for the TMRs was .510, a difference which is signifi

cant at the one percent level. In all the subtests and in the total 

battery the scores of the EMR were significantly superior to those of 

the trainables. Stated in perhaps more meaningful terms, the EMR 

lag from one to three years motorically behind their "normal" counter

parts, while the trainable retardates are from three to six years 



behind in motor development. 9 

9Bryant J. Cratty, Some Educational ...L...t'..L..L .... ~v .... V'u... ..... "' ...'J.VV-';;;IU-';;;UVO 

(Seattle: Special Child Publication, Inc., 'A~A\ ,i~ 

14 



Chapter 3 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

With research in support of the position that motor performance 

correlates with intelligence it would follow that the motor performance 

of the educable mentally retarded be superior to that of the trainable 

mentally retarded. It was the intent of this study to investigate the 

differences and to determine whether or not the EMR population does per

form on a higher level than the TMR population on the Special Fitness 

Test. A large TMR sample was tested using the same instrument that had 

been used to evaluate the motor performance of the EMR population. The 

selection of the students tested and an explanation of the testing in

strument will be discussed in the following sections. The design of the 

study, collection of data, and subsequent analysis of data will also be 

described. 

POPULATION AND SAMPLING 

The population to be sampled included all students ages eight to 

eighteen years who were enrolled in public school classes for the trainable 

mentally retarded as defined by the State Department of Education. These 

classes were located by using the State Department list of approved TMR 

classes for the 1972-73 school year. It was not possible to use the 

1973-74 list as this was not completed until the October 15 deadline when 

districts are required to submit lists of classes and names of students 

15
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to the State Special Education Section. Communication with the schools 

had to he made prior to the Octoher 15 deadline. 

According to the Octoher 15, 1972, reports there were 734 stu

dents enrolled in TMR classes for the 1972-73 school year. The number 

tested in this study was 602 which represents a large proportion of the 

population. Only three areas in the state were not included in the 

testing. The Great Bend special education cooperative did not partici

pate due to a lack of sufficient outdoor area and the liability problems 

associated with transporting those students to another location. The 

director representing Salina stated that the teachers for the TMR in 

that area were involved in a curriculum planning program which made it 

necessary to exclude them from the testing program. The third exclusion 

was Shawnee Mission which was not included due to a lack of time and 

trained personnel to do the testing. The Kansas City area, which 

includes Shawnee Mission, was represented, however, by a large group 

from the Kansas City, Kansas area. 

The sample was limited to public school students due to the fact 

that the testing procedures required prior to placement in public school 

special education classes results in a more well-defined population. In 

a private institution, other variables might be involved in classifying 

the trainable mentally retarded. Also, by restricting the study to 

public school students it was possible later to compare two public 

school groups, public school EMRs and public school TMRs, as opposed to 

a comparison of public school students with non-public school students. 

The results from the sample tested in this study were compared 

with the results obtained from a population study composed of 4,200 EMR 

students from all geographic sections of the United States. The latter 
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study was directed by G. Lawrence Rarick and sponsored by the American 

Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation and the Joseph 

P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation. l Throughout this report the TMR group will be 

referred to as the sample and the EMR group as the population. 

MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The test which was used to assess the degree of motor performance 

of TMR students was the AAHFER-Kennedy Foundation Special Fitness Test 

which is also referred to as the Special Fitness Test for the Mentally 

Retarded or more simply as the Special Fitness Test. This test is a 

modification of the AAHPER Youth Test which was developed in 1958 by the 

Association and for which national norms were developed. This test was 

used primarily because it had previously been administered to a popula

tion with which a comparison was later made. It is also a very well 

known, respected physical fitness test for the mentally retarded. 

The test consists of seven subtests. These are as follows: 

flexed-arm hang, sit-ups, shuttle run, standing broad jump, 50-yard 

dash, softball throw, and 300-yard run-walk. Modifications in the orig

inal tests were made in three of the subtests. The pull-up by boys was 

changed to the flexed-arm hang, sit-ups were scored by the number which 

could be performed in one minute rather than in an unlimited time, and 

the 600-yard run-walk was shortened to 300 yards. 

The seven subtests evaluate different aspects of motor perfor

mance and taken as a whole represent an individual's general physical 

lG. Lawrence Rarick, James H. Widdop and Geoggrey D. Broadhead, 
The Motor Performance and Physical Fitness of Educable Mentally Retarded 
Children (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1967). 
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fitness. The specific purposes of each of the subtests are as follows: 

flexed-arm hang (for assessing arm and shoulder girdle strength), sit-up 

(for assessing efficiency of abdominal and hip flexor muscles), shuttle 

run (for assessing speed and agility and change of direction), standing 

broad jump (for assessing explosive muscle power of leg extensors), 50

yard dash (for assessing speed), softball throw for distance (for asses

sing skill and coordination), and 300-yard run-walk (for assessing car

diovascular efficiency).2 

The modified test was developed by G. Lawrence Rarick and under 

his direction it was administered to 4,200 EMR students throughout the 

country. Complete information concerning the EMR study can be found in 

a Kennedy Foundation publication. 3 Norms were then established by sex 

for each age group from eight to eighteen years and were published in 

the Special Fitness Test Manual for the Mentally Retarded. This manual 

was published in 1968 by the American Association for Health, Physical 

Education and Recreation and can be obtained from the Association at a 

cost of $1.00. 

The test itself is easily administered and requires a minimum 

of equipment. The subtests can be given in a gym or other large room 

with the exception of the 50-yard dash and softball throw which are better 

conducted outdoors. While the test can be administered by teachers or 

parents it is suggested that a physical education instructor assist if 

possible. Individuals administering the test should be certain that the 

directions in the manual are followed as closely as possible. 

2Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation and AAHPER, Special Fitness Test 
Manual for the Mentally Retarded (Washington, D.C.: AAHPER, 1968), p. 3. 

3Rarick, loco cit. 
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In addition to the individual conducting the tests, a timer and/or 

scorer is needed. A trained individual administering the test with the 

aid of a timer and scorer can test a group of ten to fifteen students in 

sixty to ninety minutes depending on the ages. The recommended proce

dure, however, is to administer the flexed-arm hang, the shuttle run, 

the sit-up, and the standing broad jump on one day and the remaining 

tests on a second day. 

Scoring of the tests is the same for all ages and for both sexes. 

A sample score card as it appears in the manual is included in Appendix 

A. Permission to reproduce any information of this type was obtained 

prior to the study from an AAHPER representative. 

Students should be acquainted with each test before it is given. 

If it is obvious that the individual has not understood the test, it 

should be re-administered. Only individuals with proper medical clear

ance should take the test. 

Due to the simplicity and brevity of the seven subtests, the 

directions as they are given in the manual have been reproduced and 

appear in Appendix B. Complete directions for administering and scoring 

plus a list of equipment and rules for each test are included. 

The equipment required to administer the tests is minimal. That 

which is necessary includes a horizontal bar, one and one-half inches 

thick (or a doorway gym bar), a stopwatch, a gym mat, four 2"x2"x4" 

blocks of wood, a tape measure, a twelve-inch softball, and three small 

wooden stakes or some other type of markers. If several individuals are 

being tested or if different tests are being conducted simultaneously 

then additional pieces of equipment may be needed. For instance, if the 

50-yard dash were being run at the same time sit-ups were being scored 
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then two stopwatches would be required. For this reason, along with others, 

administration of the test requires careful planning. 

The equipment needed for the groups testing the TMR students in 

this study was assembled prior to the departure of each group, according 

to the number and location or locations of students to be tested. The 

equipment lists in most instances included the following items: a door

way gym bar, two stopwatches, a mat (or similar SUbstitute), eight 2"x2"x4" 

blocks of wood, thirty feet of mason line wrapped around one of the blocks 

to mark the distance for the shuttle run, a yardstick (or tape measure), 

a fifty yard ball of mason line to measure the 50-yard dash and 300-yard 

run-walk, three 12-inch softballs, and three brightly colored plastic 

markers for the softball throw. The fifty yards of mason line was also 

marked with masking tape at one yard intervals to measure the softball 

throws. The individual pieces of equipment were increased as needed. 

DESIGN 

Although the Special Fitness Test is not difficult to administer, 

results can vary greatly with only a slight modification in administra

tion. For example, if on the sit-up test the individual is allowed to 

attempt the task with his arms at his sides rather than with fingers in 

constant contact behind the head, the resulting number of sit-ups is 

usually greatly increased. Also, many other variables can affect a test 

of this type, particularly the day and time of day chosen to administer 

the test. Representative results would not be obtained if the test were 

administered on Monday morning or Friday afternoon. Teacher reaction can 

also affect the results. With this in mind it was determined that all 

testing be done by teams of trained personnel assigned to specific 
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geographic areas and that all testing be accomplished by these indi

viduals. 

Volunteers were recruited from the Special Education division of 

the Psychology Department and the Physical Education Department at 

Kansas State Teachers college. 3 This recruitment took place via com

munications distributed to the students attending psychology classes 

dealing with educating the mentally retarded. The first notice explained 

the purpose of the testing program and the need for volunteers. The 

dates for orientation sessions were also given. A second communication 

was later distributed to serve as a reminder to those had had volunteered 

and the time and place for the training sessions were again mentioned. 

Copies of these communications appear in Appendix C. 

The orientation sessions were held On October 2 and October 4, 

1973, at the College. During those two training sessions approximately 

forty individuals were instructed in the administration of the Special 

Fitness Test. Assisting the investigator in these sessions was Rodger 

Shannon, a regional director for the Special Olympics and director of a 

recreation program for retarded citizens. 

All individuals were given complete copies of the test and each 

subtest was explained in detail. Volunteers were also alerted to possible 

reactions from the TMR students and suggestions were made accordingly. 

Special emphasis was placed on the safety factors involved. In particu

lar, it was stressed that spotters be used for the flexed-arm hang and 

that no one be allowed or encouraged to finish the 300-yard run-walk when 

3prior to the completion of the study, the name of the College 
was changed to Emporia Kansas State College. 
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the student's teacher indicated that this activity was not appropriate 

for the physical condition of that student or when this was very obvious 

to the individual administering the test. While the testers could not 

help the students perform better by demonstrating different techniques, 

they were asked to verbally encourage the TMR students. 

It was also suggested to the volunteers that they establish test

ing stations upon their arrival and that it be pre-determined who would 

be responsible for data collection. Careful planning and organization 

was stressed, particularly for those volunteers going to locations where 

large numbers of students were to be tested. 

College students and others who assisted in conducting the test 

were as follows: thirty-one undergraduate students majoring in special 

education and physical education, six graduate students in special educa

tion, three psychology instructors from the College, two special educa

tion teachers, and one director of special education. The number of 

testers administering the test on a single date ranged from twelve to 

twenty-three. With the exception of the first testing date, experienced 

testers were present in each group on all occasions. In each group an 

instructor or graduate student was primarily responsible. 

The state was divided into twenty testing areas according to 

geographic location. This included Emporia, the base city. Actual 

trips were made to eighteen of these areas. The two exclusions were 

the base city and Kansas City, the information from which was obtained 

in a manner described in a later section of this report. 

The testing dates chosen were October 9, 16, 23, 30 and November 

6, 1973. These dates all fell on a Tuesday which was chosen as an appro

priate day for the TMR students to be tested and a day on which the 
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testers would be absent from fewer classes at the College. These dates 

gave the TMR students a minimum of one month to readjust to their school 

routine and allowed sufficient time for correspondence with the school 

administrators. It was also necessary to conduct the testing while the 

weather permitted outside activity. 

Administrators for the classes for the TMR students were first 

contacted on either September 17 or September 29. The testing program 

was explained at that time and a request was made to allow the students 

in their jurisdiction to be tested. A questionnaire to be completed by 

the administrator was included. On this form the administrator responded 

to the request to test students and indicated if the proposed date for 

testing was satisfactory. Each was asked to supply some basic informa

tion about the class or classes including the name of the teacher, the 

location of the class, and the number in the class. Information was also 

requested regarding the time when classes began and were dismissed. 

Also included in the first communication was a parent letter in 

which the testing program was explained to the parents of the students 

who would be tested. Administrators could request copies of this letter 

if they wanted to correspond in this manner with the parents prior to 

the testing date. 

Copies of the letter to the administrator, the questionnaire, and 

the parent letter are included in Appendix D. These appear on page 66. 

The administrators were contacted a second time a few days prior 

to the testing date to confirm the date. Whenever possible, this second 

communication was made in writing but on several occasions it was neces

sary to reach these individuals by phone due to the lack of time avail

able for early confirmation. 
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The assignments for the testing groups were made according to 

the individual requests of the volunteers as much as possible. The in

complete lists were completed with names of volunteers who did not re

quest specific geographic areas. 

The volunteers were contacted the day before each testing date 

to confirm the travel arrangements. The individual primarily responsi

ble for each group was asked to check out the necessary equipment from 

the special education office at the College and to return it with the 

data the following day. 

Travel was conducted for the most part in state vehicles pro

vided by the College. When it was necessary to use privately owned 

vehicles, the owners were reimbursed by the College according to the 

travel expenses provided in a special education grant. With the 

exception of three overnight trips where extensive distances were 

involved, all trips were conducted on a one day basis. 

DATA COLLECTION 

In addition to the equipment which was checked out by each test

ing group, a sufficient number of score cards and teacher questionnaires 

were included. The initial information requested on the score sheet 

included the date of the testing, the city in which the class was 

located, and the age and sex of the subject. This was followed by a 

list of the seven subtests and the appropriate units in which the test 

was to be measured. For example, the shuttle-run was followed by a blank 

space for the results and then the words "seconds/tenths" to indicate how 

the test was to be scored. The flexed-arm hand, however, was measured in 

units of whole seconds only, so this was indicated for that subtest. 
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The testers were then asked to indicate on the score card whether 

the subject was mongoloid or non-mongoloid. Depending on the expertise 

of· the testers this was accomplished by the scorers themselves, with the 

help of the graduate assistant or instructor, or with the help of the 

teacher. The later use of this information was not directly related to 

the stated problem of the study so that errors in this section of the 

score card did not affect the analysis of data. 

The final section of the score card was to be used only during 

the recording period and then removed by tearing or cutting on a dotted 

line. The information requested here was simply the subject's name. 

This, however, is in a sense confidential information and while it served 

the recorders well to be able to refer to subjects by name during the 

testing, it was not necessary to retain this information. In this way 

the right to anonymity of the SUbjects was respected. 

The testers were instructed to complete two copies of the score 

card. One copy was returned to the College and one was left with the 

teacher. This was done so that when the study was completed and results 

sent to the teachers they could refer to these score cards in assessing 

the motor performance of their students based on statewide information. 

At the orientation sessions the testers were instructed fully in 

the scoring procedures. The use of a stopwatch was explained for those 

who had not previously operated one. Explanations were also given in 

using the pre-measured mason line to measure the farthest of the three 

throws in the softball throw subtest. As the scoring of each subtest 

was explained, the need for accurate data, according to the units re

quested on the score sheet, was stressed. 
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In addition to the sCore card, a teacher questionnaire was to be 

completed for each class tested. The initial information requested on 

this sheet was the name of the school and teacher, the number of students 

in the class, the number tested, and the date. The teachers were then 

asked to respond to four questions relating to the physical education 

program which was provided at that school for the TMR students. The in

tent was not to imply criticism of any program but to provide general 

information regarding physical fitness programs for TMR students across 

the state. A sample score card and questionnaire appear in Appendix E. 

All data was returned to the special education office at the College the 

day following the return of the testing group. 

In two instances the data was obtained in a different manner. 

The Kansas City, Kansas, special education cooperative for TMR students 

and the Lakemary program in Paola both provide full time physical educa

tion personnel to work on a daily basis with their students. In both of 

these programs the Special Fitness Test is given twice a year by these 

trained individuals. The physical education directors in these locations 

offered to provide the fall data for 1973 on this test. Due to the large 

number of students in these two locations and the probably accuracy in 

reporting the results, the data was accepted without re-testing these 

students. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The data in this study was analyzed for the purpose of determin

ing whether a difference exists in the motor performance of EI1R and TMR 

and if so, the degree of difference. All data was grouped by age, sex, 

and individual subtests. 
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The score sheets were first divided into the age groups eight to 

eighteen years and then further divided by sex. The next step was estab

lishing frequency distributions for each of the seven subtests by age and 

for boys and girls. This resulted in 154 distributions with which to 

deal. For this reason, a Monroe calculator, model 1656, was utilized 

to derive the necessary information from the distributions. 

The information needed from each distribution for a later compari

son with the EMR population was the mean, standard deviation, and total 

number in the group. The mean was arrived at by the formula: 

x = LX 
N 

where L stands for "the sum of" and N for the total number of scores. 

The standard deviation (S.D.) was determined by the formula: 

2
S.D. = x "VL 

n-l 

where x2 (the sum of the squared deviations) was calculated by the machine 

according to the formula: 

:2 x2 =LX2 _ ~2 
N 

The standard deviation is then calculated by dividing the result by N-l 

and taking the square root of that answer. This machine method elimi

nates the need for using deviation SCores by using the original Scores. 

Using the same information from the EMR population, a comparison 

was made between the sample and the population. This was accomplished by 

the use of a t-test. This test for significance was programmed for the 

formula: Xs - Xpt = 

S.D· s + S.D. p2

'V Nl

2 

"N2 
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The small sand p refer to the sample and population respectively. 

This formula was used due to the fact that a sample and a popu

lation could be compared and because the standard deviation and mean, 

rather than the original raw data, were the only available information 

for the population. 

The program was written for an IBM 370 computer, model 125, 

with a storage of 128 K. This computer was used to figure the 154 

~-tests necessary in determining the degree of difference between the 

sample and the population. 

The .05 level was chosen as being significant and .01 as being 

very significant. The values at which significance was reached were 

determined by reference to the t-table level of significance data for a 

two-tailed test. 

Tables were developed for the TMR sample for each subtest, age, 

and sex. The information given was the range of scores, the frequency 

of the low score, the mean, the standard deviation, and the total num

ber. These tables were developed for use by teachers in classrooms for 

TMR students. 

Any comparison between mongoloid and non-mongoloid TMR students 

was informal and non-statistical in nature. Any comparison of this 

type was not related to problems in question and therefore did not 

affect the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis. 



Chapter 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The data resulting from the statewide testing o~ TMR students was 

compared with the results o~ a population study o~ EMR students. An 

assessment was made o~ motor per~ormance ~or both groups by use o~ the 

Special Fitness Test ~or the Mentally Retarded. The problem was to deter

mine whether there exists a di~~erence in the motor per~ormance o~ these 

two groups and i~ so, to determine the degree o~ di~~erence. 

RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

As described in Chapter 3, a total of 602 students in public 

school classes ~or the trainable mentally retarded were tested using the 

Special Fitness Test. The sample was nearly evenly divided by sex. The 

results from the study indicated that ~ifty-seven percent of the students 

in TMR classes were male and ~orty-three percent ~emale. While some o~ 

these students were younger than eight years or older than eighteen years, 

only the data ~rom the eight to eighteen year groups was eventually ana

lyzed to compare with the same age groups used in the population study. 

There were 544 in the eight to eighteen year group. The 544 figure re

presents seventy-~our percent of the 734 who were identi~ied by the State 

Special Education Section ~or the 1972-73 school year. While there were 

more TMR students enrolled ~or the 1973-74 school year, the list of 

classes, including the ones which had been ~ormed since the previous 
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year, was not completed prior to the beginning of this study. Therefore, 

no students in new classes for the trainable mentally retarded were tested. 

The 1972-73 list which was used to identify classes for TMR stu

dents included forty-four locations. Only three of these forty-four were 

not tested. The reason for these omissions was explained in Chapter 3. 

The geographic areas in which the omissions were located were represented, 

however, by testing in other locations in the same geographic areas. 

Therefore, all sections of the state were represented in the sample as well 

as both rural and metropolitan areas. See Appendix F for locations. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The ~-test described in Chapter 3 was the statistical tool used 

to test the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in 

the motor performance of EMR and TMR students. The information used in 

making the comparison between the TMR sample and EMR population can be 

found in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The information for both groups 

was derived from test results on the Special Fitness Test for the Men

tally Retarded. The data is grouped by subtests and according to age 

and sex. 

The only information available for the population was the mean, 

standard deviation, and total number. These scores appear in Table 2, 

page 35. The same information for the sample appears in Table 1, page 

31. For this group, however, some additional information is given. 

The range of scores and the frequency of the lowest score are 

also included for the sample. This data was not necessary in determining 

the degree of difference but was added for the benefit of individuals 

desiring to evaluate the motor performance of TMR students by using the 



TABLE 1. TEST RESULTS FOR THE TMR SAMPLE, BOYS AND GIRLS
 

Boys 

Age 

Test 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Flexed Arm 
(s ec. ) 

Range* 
f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-4 
17 
.6 

1.1 
22 

0-12 
21 

1.3 
2.6 

31 

0-13 
14 

1.9 
2.8 

30 

0-30 
8 

4.2 
7.0 

23 

0-20 
13 

3.6 
5.2 

31 

0-35 
11 

4.6 
6.4 

35 

0-32 
8 

5.8 
7.4 

38 

0-41 
11 

6.1 
8.5 

34 

0-25 
8 

7.3 
7.6 

26 

0-30 
4 

7.2 
7.6 
20 

0-29 
4 

5.8 
8.3 

16 

Sit-Ups 
(no.) 

Range* 
f** 
if 
S.D. 
No. 

0-19 
8 

6.0 
5.6 
22 

0-21 
15 

5.4 
7.1 
31 

0-24 
3 

9.2 
6.9 

30 

0-27 
1 

10.8 
6.8 

23 

0-20 
9 

10.1 
7.6 

31 

0-27 
2 

13.2 
7.3 

35 

0-32 
5 

15.7 
10.6 

38 

0-37 
2 

14.4 
8.8 

32 

0-40 
2 

16.8 
9.7 

26 

7-30 
1 

19.3 
6.9 

20 

0-33 
2 

15.8 
8.6 
16 

Shuttle 
(sec. ) 

Range* 

f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-14.5 

1 
20.8 
6.7 

22 

0-16.2 

1 
25.0 
10.6 

31 

60.2
12.0 

1 
22.3 
9.4 

30 

25.0
13.2 

2 
18.1 

3.5 
23 

0-12.4 

2 
20.1 
13.7 

30 

38.5
11.2 

1 
17.9 

5.6 
35 

24.6
7.2 

1 
17.1 
4.3 

38 

50.0
10.5 

1 
18.8 

7.1 
34 

0-12.5 

1 
16.0 

5.0 
26 

19.0
10.8 

1 
15.4 

2.4 
20 

28.0
10.9 

1 
17.0 
4.9 

16 

St.B.Jump
(ft.jin.) 

Range* 

f** 
if 
S.D. 
No. 

4"
3' 3" 

1 
1'7.0" 
10.5" 

20 

0-3'6" 

5 
1"7.3" 
1'0.5" 

31 

0-4'5" 

2 
2'2.4" 
1'2.4" 

30 

7t1 _ 

5'3" 
1 

2'11.7" 
1'3.2" 

22 

0-5'3" 

5 
2'3.6" 
1'5.1" 

31 

6" 1'2"
5'5" 6'6" 

1 1 
2'11.7" 3'5.5" 
1 t O.l" 1'3.7" 

35 38 

0-6'8" 

1 
3'1.5" 
1'5.2" 

33 

0-6'0" 

1 
3'6.3" 
1'6.6" 

26 

2'0"_ 
6'5" 

1 
4'1.2" 
1'2.4" 

20 

7"
6'11" 

1 
3'6.7" 
1'6.9" 

16 

*of Scores 
**of Low Score 

w 
I-' 



TABLE 1, (continued) 
Boys 

Age 

Test 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

50-Yard 
(sec. ) 

Range* 0-8.9 0-9.0 0-7.4 24.0
8.2 

57.0
7.5 

26.5
6.9 

25.0~ 

5.0 
0-6.9 0-6.0 24.8

6.0 
25.0

5.9 
f** 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
X 15.9 20.6 17.9 13.7 14.9 12.3 13.2 12.6 11,8 10.2 10.1 
S.D. 13.4 10.0 10.8 3.9 9.6 3.9 5.1 4.9 5.1 3.4 5.5 
No. 19 28 30 20 28 35 38 31 24 19 16 

Softball 
(ft. ) 

Range* 
f** 
X 

0-44 
1 

20.4 

3-51 
2 

22.3 

3-55 
1 

27.5 

11-92 
1 

43.3 

0-74 
1 

34.3 

8-105 
1 

48.7 

0-123 
1 

62.7 

7-158 
1 

51,6 

9-139 
1 

66.7 

42-135 
1 

77.4 

20-168 
1 

72.8 
S.D. 11.4 12.7 13.8 20.2 22.1 24.5 34.4 30.3 36.9 29.5 45.5 
No. 19 28 30 21 28 34 35 31 24 19 16 

300-Yard 
(min./ 
sec. ) 

Range* 
f** 
X 
S.D. 

0-1:38 
6 

1:52.2 
1:29.9 

0-1:40 
7 

2:14.0 
1:13.2 

0-1:15 
7 

1:56.0 
1:16.9 

0-1:16 
2 

2:07.7 
1:06.7 

0-1:10 
3 

1:49.7 
1:04.0 

0-:57 
1 

1:49.7 
:41,0 

0-:52 
1 

2:03.7 
:58.3 

0-:49 
1 

2:01.4 
:58.0 

0-:54 
3 

1:54.5 
1:14.2 

0-:50 
1 

1:20.6 
:29.2 

0-:47 
1 

1:49.3 
1:01,5 

No. 19 28 30 21 29 35 38 30 24 19 16 

*of Scores 
**of Low Scores 

w 
[\) 



TABLE 1. (continued) 

Girls 

Age 

Test 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Flexed Arm 
(sec. ) 

Range* 
f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-3 
12 
.5 

1.0 
15 

0-6 
11 

1.0 
1.8 
16 

0-7 
12 

1.3 
2.3 
17 

0-11 
16 

2.0 
3.0 
27 

0-5 
16 

1.0 
1.6 

23 

0-13 
10 

2.8 
3.8 
20 

0-9 
16 

2.0 
2.8 

29 

0-16 
18 

1.8 
4.0 

24 

0-33 
11 

3.6 
8.6 
15 

0-5 
12 
.9 

1.6 
18 

0-11 
7 

1.8 
3.1 
12 

Sit-Ups 
(no. ) 

Range* 
f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-20 
9 

4.5 
6.4 

15 

0-16 
6 

2.8 
4.5 
16 

0-19 
5 

6.2 
6.7 

17 

0-24 
7 

8.7 
7.5 

27 

0-24 
3 

7.4 
6.6 

23 

0-31 
2 

13.0 
7.7 
20 

0-23 
3 

10.3 
6.4 

29 

0-37 
4 

10.8 
9.5 

24 

0-23 
5 

8.4 
8.0 
17 

0-26 
2 

11.9 
7.0 
18 

0-33 
3 

11.1 
10.4 

15 

Shuttle 
(sec. ) 

Range* 

f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

60.0
15.0 

1 
29.9 
9.3 
15 

40.0
13.0 

1 
23.5 
6.7 

16 

68.0
12.0 

1 
23.6 
12.0 

17 

0-13.2 

1 
18.5 

5.6 
27 

27.0
13.6 

2 
19.7 
3.9 

22 

43.8
11.5 

1 
19.7 
8.6 

20 

0-14.6 

1 
17.8 

5.6 
27 

29.0
12.6 

1 
18.7 
4.5 

23 

29.5
12.1 

1 
18.3 
4.6 

16 

31.5
12.6 

1 
18.2 
4.3 
18 

0-12.2 

1 
18.3 
8.4 
14 

St.B.Jump 
(ft./in. ) 

Range* 

f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-3'10" 0-3'7" 

2 3 
1'3.2" 1'5.4" 
1'1.5" 11.9" 

15 16 

0-4'8" 

1 
2'0.5" 
1'0.5" 

17 

7'
4'10" 

1 
2'5.1" 
1'1.8" 

26 

0-3'10" 0-4'1" 

2 1 
2'2.0" 2'6.5" 
1'2.7" 1'0.7" 

23 20 

7"-5'3" 0-4'6" 

1 1 
2'8.2" 2'4.9" 
11.2" 1'1.5" 

28 24 

11 11 
- 0-5'4" 0-3'11" 

6'0" 
1 2 1 

2 ' 10.3" 2' 11. 3" l' 10.7" 
1'4.5" 1'4.4" 1'4.0" 

15 18 15 

*of Scores LV 
LV 

**of Low Score 



TABLE 1. (continued) 

Girls 

Age 

Test 

50-Yard 
(sec. ) 

Range* 

f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

8 

0-12.0 

2 
16.6 

9.5 
12 

9 

35.0
9.4 

2 
21.1 
7.5 
15 

10 

0-11.8 

1 
15.3 
5.1 
16 

11 

39.0
7.5 

1 
15.6 
6.6 

27 

12 

26.0
10.0 

2 
16.3 

5.4 
23 

13 

54.0
8.1 

1 
16.2 
10.6 

20 

14 15 
• 

0-9.0 24.0
8.3 

1 1 
13.2 14.6 
6.2 4.1 

26 22 

16 

0-6.7 

1 
15.5 

7.0 
16 

17 

46.0
8.0 

1 
18.3 
12.2 

15 

18 

0-7.2 

2 
12.1 

7.4 
13 

Softball 
(ft. ) 

Range* 
f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-32 
1 

13.1 
9.1 
12 

4-82 
1 

19.3 
18.0 

15 

8-60 
1 

22.8 
13.2 

16 

4-59 
1 

27.4 
12.7 

26 

7-80 
1 

28.0 
16.0 

23 

0-60 
1 

30.8 
15.0 

18 

11-93 
1 

41.5 
18.7 

27 

5-100 
1 

37.7 
22.6 

23 

0-82 
1 

36.1 
21.8 

17 

5-72 
1 

34.2 
16.1 

16 

16-57 
1 

32.1 
14.0 

14 

300-Yard 
(min./ 
sec.) 

Range* 

f** 
X 
S.D. 
No. 

0-2:05 

2 
2:11.1 
1:06.9 

12 

0-2:05 

1 
3:04.6 
1:19.5 

15 

0-1:30 

2 
2:14.9 
1:07.6 

16 

0-1:13 

6 
1:42.0 
1:09.1 

27 

0-1:16 

3 
2:10.6 
1:14.6 

23 

0-1:02 

3 
1:58.1 
1:21.1 

20 

0-1:01 

2 
2:05.6 
1:05.9 

26 

0-:54 

5 
1:47.7 
1:08.9 

24 

0-:57 

4 
2:00.1 
1:21.5 

17 

4:48
1:30 

1 
2:46.0 
1:00.1 

15 

0-:57 

3 
1:52.0 
1:26.7 

13 

*of Scores 
**of Low Score 

W 
.".. 



TABLE 2. MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TEST ITEMS 
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 

(Simple Random Sample Estimates) 
Boys 

Test 8 9 10 11 
Age 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Flexed Arm 
(sec.) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

9.5 
9.0 
190 

10.3 
7.3 
197 

12.6 
10.3 

211 

14.7 
10.0 

236 

16.0 
12.6 

251 

14.6 
11.0 
177 

18.5 
15.3 

187 

21.1 
15.2 
190 

22.0 
13.5 
170 

24.5 
15.5 
144 

29.3 
18.1 
166 

Sit-Ups 
(no. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

16.1 
5.7 
181 

17.8 
7.9 
209 

19.9 
7.8 
228 

22.1 
7.6 
250 

24.2 
8.1 
270 

24.1 
8.2 
173 

25.3 
8.4 
188 

28.4 
7.2 
202 

29.5 
7.6 
176 

29.0 
8.0 
153 

29.8 
7.4 
174 

Shuttle 
(sec. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

14.2 
2.1 
190 

13.5 
1.8 
203 

13.0 
2.6 
228 

12.0 
1.5 
251 

11.9 
3.3 
265 

11.5 
1.2 
171 

11.2 
1.4 
191 

11.2 
1.4 
203 

11.2 
2.4 
178 

10.8 
1.3 
155 

10.9 
1.3 
174 

St. Broad 
(in. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

39.3 
9.0 
174 

44.8 
10.7 

203 

47.5 
12.7 

228 

52.9 
10.7 

253 

56.4 
11.0 

269 

58.4 
11.3 
170 

62.3 
13.8 
185 

67.8 
14.1 

202 

71.8 
12.3 
175 

74.9 
14.3 
154 

76.1 
11.6 
174 

50-Yard 
(sec. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

10.7 
1.6 
175 

9.9 
1.3 
187 

9.5 
1.4 
216 

9.0 
1.1 
236 

8.7 
2.9 
248 

8.4 
1.0 
172 

8.2 
1.1 
186 

7.7 
1.4 
183 

7.3 
.9 

145 

7.2 
1.3 
134 

7.2 
.8 

162 

Softball 
(ft. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

44.1 
18.7 
172 

59.1 
21.8 
183 

64.5 
23.5 

210 

80.7 
24.7 
227 

97.3 
59.3 
243 

105.2 
30.2 
173 

114.8 
38.0 
187 

131.4 
41.2 
174 

139.3 
40.5 
165 

146.0 
43.6 
136 

156.1 
43.2 
144 

300-Yard 
(sec. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

91l.7 
14.1 
178 

86.6 
14.8 
187 

82.6 
15.0 

216 

78.5 
14.4 

244 

75.9 
15.7 

255 

72.9 
13.1 
172 

70.5 
16.1 
185 

65.0 
13.2 
195 

60.1 
9.7 
170 

59.8 
12.9 
146 

58.9 
12.2 
172 

Number in 
Age Group 190 203 231 254 270 188 105 213 186 156 174 ""' V1 
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TABLE 2. (continued) 

Girls 

Test 8 9 10 11 
Age 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Flexed Arm 
(sec. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

8.2 
6.4 
180 

9.2 
7.2 
188 

11.0 
10.0 
194 

10.9 
10.0 
175 

8.6 
7.1 
159 

8.6 
7.0 
152 

9.7 
6.5 
155 

9.8 
8.9 
167 

9.6 
8.1 
143 

9.1 
8.8 
130 

9.1 
5.8 
145 

Sit-Ups 
(no.) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

13.8 
6.5 
182 

16.8 
7.9 
190 

19.3 
8.3 
201 

18.9 
7.3 
190 

19.2 
7.3 
171 

18.2 
6.9 
167 

19.9 
7.5 
174 

20.2 
7.5 
176 

20.1 
7.0 
155 

15.8 
7.3 
146 

18.6 
7.1 
155 

Shuttle 
(sec.) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

15.0 
1.7 
188 

14.3 
2.0 
196 

13.5 
1.8 
205 

12.9 
1.6 
192 

12.3 
1.6 
176 

13.0 
5.7 
173 

12.2 
1.2 
174 

12.0 
1.7 
179 

12.1 
1.3 
156 

12.6 
1.4 
154 

12.4 
1.0 
154 

St. Broad 
(in. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

35.9 
9.0 
188 

38.8 
9.2 
196 

45.3 
9.9 
204 

47.4 
11.7 
190 

50.9 
11.8 

176 

49.8 
11.3 
173 

54.5 
9.7 
176 

58.2 
15.1 
176 

56.2 
13.4 

155 

52.9 
11.3 
154 

56.0 
11.4 

155 

50-Yard 
(sec.) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

11.4 
1.6 
156 

10.4 
1.7 
188 

9.6 
1.2 
181 

9.4 
1.5 
185 

8.8 
1.1 
170 

9.1 
1.1 
163 

8.9 
1.3 
170 

8.7 
1.3 
153 

9.1 
1.4 
133 

9.3 
1.5 
144 

9.3 
1.6 
152 

Softball 
(ft. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

28.6 
13.2 
154 

36.3 
17.4 
185 

42.2 
16.4 
181 

50.7 
22.7 
173 

58.7 
22.4 
168 

57.8 
22.3 
157 

64.6 
24.4 
175 

75.6 
37.6 
153 

73.7 
35.1 
133 

69.0 
40.0 
142 

68.2 
32.2 
145 

300-Yard 
(sec. ) 

X 
S.D. 
No. 

99.5 
13.8 
160 

98.2 
32.4 
188 

87.2 
16.1 

201 

85.4 
13.5 
187 

79.3 
13.9 
170 

79.8 
14.6 
166 

79.4 
17.5 
168 

87.4 
16.1 
167 

80.3 
17.9 
149 

85.6 
21.1 
148 

85.8 
21.8 
148 

Number in 
Age Group 188 196 206 194 177 174 180 185 156 154 155 w 

~ 
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information obtained from this statewide testing program. In both the 

flexed-arm hang and the 3OO-yard run-walk many students were unable to 

either perform or to finish the task. For example, in the flexed-arm 

hang for eight year old girls a mean of .467 may be more meaningful. when 

the range and frequency of the lowest score are also given. In this case 

the range was zero to three and the frequency of the lowest score was 

twelve. With this added inf'ormation it is readily apparent that a non

scoring student of this age and sex is certainly in the majority of those 

tested for this subtest. Also, by providing the range of scores, more 

complete information regarding the individual distributions is available. 

To determine to what degree the sample and popul.ation differ, 

the .05 level was chosen as being significant and the .01 level as being 

very significant. The degrees of freedom at infinity were used due to 

the large size of the combined total number of scores in the sample and 

popul.ation. Resul.ts from the !-test were determined for the 154 groups 

which were compared. This number represents the seven subtests for all 

age groups and for both sexes. The resul.ts were significant. 

The !-test resul.ts appear in Table 3, page 38. Of the 154 !

tests, the resul.ts were greater than the tabled value of 1.960 at the .05 

level of significance in 146 cases. This represents a ninety-five per

cent majority of cases in which the resul.ts were significant at the .05 

level. At the .01 level, the resul.ts were significant in 141 cases. This 

represents ninety-two percent of the comparisons made. Due to the large 

proportion of significant resul.ts at the .05 and .01 levels, the data 

was analyzed at the very critical .001 level. At this level, eighty-three 

percent or 128 cases, were found to be significant. With these resul.ts, 

it could be concluded that there is a significant degree of difference 
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TABLE 3. RESULTS OF t-TESTS COMPARING SAMPLE WITH POPULATION
 

Boys
 

Age 

Test 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Flexed Arm -12.885 -12.824 -12.145 -6.552 -10.119 - 7.318 -10.912 - 8.219 -8.093 
Sit-Ups - 7.993 - 8.:109 - 7.818 -7.524 - 9.566 - 7.921 - 5.272 - 8.551 -6.401 
Shuttle 4.631 6.004 5.412 8.297 3.270 6.753 8.364 6.263 4.783 
St.B.Jump - 8.424 -10.803 - 7.654 -5.209 - 9.148 -10.202 - 6.997 - 9.610 -8.346 
59-Yard 1.687 5.694 4.258 5.312 3.415 5.917 5.973 5.513 4.273 
Softball - 7.935 -12.734 -12.367 -7.954 -11.158 -11. 784 - 8.096 -12.714 -8.882 
300-Yard .855 2.745 2.3'76 3.371 3.019 5.263 5.585 5.302 3.592 

! = 1.960 at the .05 level of significance 
t = 2.576 at the .01 level of significance 

17 

-8.112 
-5.850 
8.527 

-7.515 
3.049 

-8.881 
3.104 

18 

-9.361 
-6.309 
5.034 

-7.375 
2.137 

-6.990 
3.271 

w 
OJ 



TABLE 3.	 (continued) 

Girls 

Age 

Test 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Flexed Arm -14.395 -11.947 -10.684 -9.321 -11.533 -5.759 -10.374 -7.543 -2.591 -9.564 -7.190 
Sit-Ups 
Shuttle 

- 5.433 
6.179 

-13.350 
5.533 

- 7.600 
3.452 

-6.661 
5.163 

- 7.902 
8.886 

-2.875 
3.397 

- 7.336 
5.104 

-4.662 
6.996 

-5.845 
5.362 

-2.187 
5.416 

-2.714 
2.611 

St.B.Jump 
50-Yard 

- 5.832 
1.895 

- 7.014 
5.513 

- 6.696 
4.446 

-6.465 
4.875 

- 7.797 
6.571 

-6.510 
2.991 

- 9.946 
3.505 

-9.485 
6.653 

-4.996 
3.612 

-4.427 
2.858 

-7.849 
1.379 

Softball - 5.453 - 3.533 - 5.512 -7.692 - 8.175 -6.809 - 5.407 -6.746 -6.167 -6.642 -7.854 
300-Yard 1.637 4.183 2.818 1.244 3.287 2.107 3.556 1.437 2.018 5.147 1.087 

~ = 1.960 at the 
t = 2.576 at the 

.05 level of significance 

.01 level of significance 

w 

'"
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in the motor per~ormance o~ EMR and TMR students, there~ore rejecting the 

null hypothesis. 

At the .05 level, the non-signi~icant data was limited to the re

sults in the 50-yard dash and the 300-yard run-walk. With the exception 

of one ~-test, this was also true at the .01 level. 

In addition to an analysis o~ data ~or the purpose of accepting 

or rejecting the null hypothesis, several other evaluations were also 

made. There were thirty-eight teacher questionnaires returned, repre

senting ninety-three percent o~ the locations. The majority o~ teachers, 

eighty-two percent, indicated that they were solely responsible ~or pro

viding physical ~itness activities and programs ~or their students. 

Only seven o~ the thirty-eight teachers who responded indicated that 

trained physical education personnel were working with their students. 

The availability o~ space did not seem to be an overwhelming problem. In 

this area, twenty-nine percent indicated that adequate space was not avail 

able for physical education activities. The average length of time spent 

in physical activity per week was approximately three hours. Teachers 

were also asked i~ there was a physical education program for their classes. 

The answers in this section were extremely di~ficult to interpret. Many 

who responded that they had a physical education program described that 

program as being one or two reCeSS periods daily. It is doubt~ul that 

individuals trained in physical education would recognize this type o~ 

~ree time activity as a "program." Ten o~ the thirty-eight teachers re

sponding to this question answered in a negative manner. 

The results of mongoloid TMR students were also compared with non

mongoloid students. This additional classification was not given ~or the 

Paola and Kansas City students. For ages eight to eighteen years, thirty
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two percent were classified as mongoloid on the score sheets. This is, 

in all probability, an inaccurate figure. Many score sheets were not 

marked for the mongoloid or non-mongoloid question. In these cases it 

was assumed that the students were of a non-mongoloid category and were 

counted as such. 

The most interesting result from the mongoloid/non-mongoloid 

comparison was that nothing significant was found. Upon first observa

tion it appeared that mongoloid students for the majority, were unable 

to perform on the flexed-arm hang. Upon closer analysis, however, the 

non-mongoloid subjects performed no better. The subtest itself would 

appear to be inappropriate for both TMR groups. As a whole, only thirty

one percent of the groups in the entire sample, groups being categorized 

by age, sex and mongoloid/non-mongoloid, had more than fifty percent who 

could perform the task at all. In other words, in the majority of cases, 

less than fifty percent of groups members could execute even one flexed

arm hang. 

The results of another subtest which were analyzed also proved to 

be of interest. It was anticipated that mongoloid students might per

form lower than the non-mongoloid group due to their reputed respiratory 

differences. The majority, sixty-four percent, of the mongoloid students 

finished the task within one standard deviation of the mean and another 

nineteen percent below one standard deviation. This left only seventeen 

percent of the group who were not able to finish the test. While they 

were not among the high achievers, they were certainly not, as a group, 

intimidated by this subtest. That the entire 300 yards is needed to test 

the cardiovascular efficiency of TMR students as a whole is questionable 

but beyond an objective evaluation by the investigator. 
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One last analysis of data was made for the Kansas City students. 

This group does have a trained physical education person working with them 

on a daily basis and they are quite familiar with the Special Fitness Test. 

This single group as a whole performed very high in comparison with other 

TMR students. The highest score in many of the distributions are Kansas 

City results and over fifty percent of the results fell in the top one

third of the distributions. These students appear to be profiting from 

rather than being limited by their inner city environment and/or a well 

defined, executed physical education program. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A statewide testing program was undertaken to determine the de

gree of difference in motor performance of EMR and TMR students. Based 

upon the results of the Special Fitness Test for the Mentally Retarded it 

was found that significant differences do exist between the two groups. 

With this in mind, it could therefore be concluded that TMR students 

should not be evaluated by the same norms as EMR students in the areas of 

motor performance but according to information derived from the perform

ance of TMR students exclusively. 

SUMMARY 

In 1968 norms for the educable mentally retarded on the Special 

Fitness Test were published along with the test itself which had been 

modified for the mentally retarded. This was accomplished under the spon

sorship of the American Association for Health, Physical Education, and 

Recreation and the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation. These organizations 

recognized the need to develop separate norms for the EMR due to the 

differences between that group and students in regular classrooms in the 

area of motor performance. The norms resulted from a testing program in 

which 4,200 EMR boys and girls were tested using the Special Fitness Test. 

Since that time public school programs for the mentally retarded 

have increased in number. One group of special education students who 

43
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have recently entered public schools is the group classified as the train

able mentally retarded. In our own state of Kansas a legislative mandate 

has been issued to insure inclusion of these individuals into public school 

programs. 

With greater numbers of TMR students being educated the question 

of appropriate curriculum and standards arises. It is easily conceivable 

that educators will have to alter or in some instances completely change 

parts of the educational program to meet the needs of TMR students. 

One area of concern in working with TMR students is that of physi

cal development. Research has shown that individuals who function at a 

lower intellectual level also exhibit similar deficiencies in motor per

formance. To what degree is this true within the categories of the men

tally retarded? 

A statewide study was undertaken to determine the degree of motor 

difference between EMR and TMR students. A total of 602 public school 

TMR students were tested using the Special Fitness Test. This was the 

same test which had been administered to an EMR population and from 

which the results were used to develop national norms for the educable 

mentally retarded. Groups of trained physical education and special educa

tion majors at Kansas State Teachers College tested TMR students in all 

areas of the state and the results were then compared with the EMR data. 

The t-test was used to test the null hypothesis that there is no 

difference in the motor performance of these two groups. The results of 

the ~-tests were significant at both the .05 and .01 levels. The null 

hypothesis could therefore be rejected. There does appear to be a sig

nificant degree of difference in the motor performance of EMR and TMR 

students. 
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The results of this study for the TMR group can hopefully be used 

by educators to better evaluate the motor performance of this group of 

students. The results for the TMR sample have been presented in table 

form and appear on page 31. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The problem confronted in this study was to determine if there is 

a difference in the motor performance of the EMR and TMR and if so, to 

determine the degree of difference. As discussed in Chapter 4, the re

sults were significant. At the .05 level, ninety-five percent of the 

results were significant and ninety-two percent were significant at the 

.01 level. The conclusion could therefore be made that there is a sig

nificant difference in motor performance of the two groups. The null 

hypothesis would therefore be rejected. 

A need was recognized to establish norms for the educable men

tally retarded and was responded to in 1968 with the publication of those 

norms. These norms provide an appropriate means of evaluating the motor 

performance of EMR students. What value, however, are these same norms 

in evaluating TMR students? 

As cited in the pilot study, it is not at all uncommon for TMR 

students to rate significantly lower on all subtests when using the EMR 

data. It is difficult for educators to be motivated by a testing program 

when their students continually rank in the lowest percentiles based on 

EMR norms. The value of this type of assessment is questionable. 

This problem is increasing with the growing number of TMR classes 

in public schools. These students need to be evaluated according to 

norms developed for this group. 
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The findings show that a large proportion of the TMR students 

could not execute the flexed-arm hang or with any degree of proficiency. 

This may be an indication that another type of subtest would better assess 

arm and shoulder girdle strength for the trainable mentally retarded. 

The results also show that the classroom teacher is in most 

cases solely responsible for providing a physical education program for 

the TMR students. There is some question as to what constitutes a "pro

gram" and this is itself confusing to teachers who are at the same time 

responsible for that facet of the curriculum. 

It is not possible,with the information gained from this study, 

to determine the reason for the high performance by the students in the 

Kansas City area. The variables are too numerous. The conclusion can 

be drawn that further investigation would need to be undertaken to deter

mine the effect of the inner city environment, the physical education pro

gram, and other variables on the physical development and ultimate fit

ness of these students. 

Neither can any definite conclusions be made concerning a compari

son of the motor performance in mongoloid and non-mongoloid students. 

While it appeared that the mongoloid students did not perform significant

ly lower on the subtests the data would have to be considered somewhat 

inconclusive on this matter. Again, the purpose of classifying the stu

dents in the mongoloid/non-mongoloid categories was for informal evalua

tion only. 

The conclusion most important to this study is that there does 

appear to be a significant difference in the motor performance of EMR 

and TMR students and that TMR students may be evaluated more accurately 

according to norms developed specifically for this group. 
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RECOMMENDAT IONS 

Chapter 2 was devoted to a review of earlier studies dealing 

with the correlation of intelligence and motor performance. The consen

sus of those findings was that there is a correlation and that a defici

ency in intelligence is accompanied by a similar deficiency in motor per

formance. 

Earlier studies dealt primarily with the difference in motor per

formance of the mildly retarded (EMR) and students in the regular class

room. The findings indicated that there is a significant difference. 

Educable mentally retarded students do perform significantly lower on 

tests of motor ability than do students of normal intelligence. 

Similar information regarding any differences between the EMR and 

TMR groups is much more difficult to find. A previously quoted study by 

Cratty yielded results at the .01 level to indicate that there is a sig

nificant motor difference between EMR and TMR students. The study de

scribed in this report also yielded results significant at the .01 level. 

This latter, large scale study provides statistical support for the con

tention that there is a significant difference as indicated by Cratty 

and as earlier questioned by this investigator following a pilot study. 

Trainable mentally retarded individuals need to be evaluated ac

cording to norms appropriate for the ability level of this group. The 

results of this study made available information for TMR students in the 

state of Kansas. Additional testing of students in other geographic sec

tions of the United States would further substantiate group norms. 

As previously mentioned, one or more of the Special Fitness sub

tests may need to be modified to better evaluate different aspects of 
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physical fitness. It was not the purpose of this study to modify the 

testing instrument but for better evaluation this may be necessary. 

The goal of a good testing program, as seen by this investiga

tor, is to develop an instrument which assesses the physical skills neces

sary for daily vocational and recreational activity. These skills could 

be incorporated into a fitness program and with the help of trained per

sonnel become an important part of an educational curriculum. 

The manner in which the TMR students were tested was successful 

but it is recommended that personnel be trained on a minimum of one tester 

to ten students basis rather than the one to fifteen ratio which resulted 

in this study. Individuals should test on at least two occasions to pro

vide experienced carry-over but several college students in this study 

made three or four trips, which may result in an excessive amount of absen

teeism during a short period of time. 

Another suggestion would be to provide more time for the testing 

in areas where a large number, twenty to thirty students, need to be 

tested. Smaller groups can be tested during either the morning or after

noon, but a full day is needed for more students in order to provide 

adequate rest periods for the TMR subjects. 

Many of the testers indicated that the testing experience pro

vided an important opportunity to deal with exceptional students. Assign

ing students to locations of their choice proved to be favorable. The 

college testers usually chose classes in locations with which they were 

familiar and therefore could relate well to the students and teachers in 

those areas. 

A final point should be made concerning an aspect of physical de

velopment closely associated with the problem in this study. Results of 
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the teacher questionnaires indicates a need for an assessment of fitness 

programs for TMR students. When the original Youth Fitness Test was ad

ministered and the poor results were made known to the President's Council 

on Youth Fitness a nationwide effort was made to establish better physical 

fitness programs. An effort was made in this study to indicate that the 

needs and abilities of TMR students are different in the area of motor 

performance and that these students also need a well developed physical 

education program. With increased understandings and better programs, 

the trainable mentally retarded may better be able to develop their physi

cal potential. 
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SPECIAL FITNESS 
RECORD FORM 

Name, _ 

Institution

Teacher Class __ 

AAHPER-KENNEDY FOUNDATION 
SPECIAL FITNESS TEST 

American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
 

A Department of the National Education Association
 
1201 16th Street, N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20036
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SCORE CARD 

Test 1 Test 2 

Date. _ Datec _ 
Age. _ Ageo _ 

Score Percentile Score Percentile 

Flexed Arm Hang 

Sit-Up 

Shuttle Run 

Standing Broad Jump 

50-Yard Dash 

Softball Throw 

300-Yard Run-Walk 

INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in the age of the student and the date of the testing. 
As each test is taken, record the score in the space provided. If several 
trials are given, only the best score should be recorded. Then, using the 
appropriate tables in the Special Fitness Test Manual, find the percentile 
score and enter it. This tells where the student stands in relation to 
others of the same age. The profile record on the opposite page may be 
used to plot a chart of the individual student's fitness. Place a dot on 
each line of the graph at the percentile scored for that test. Connect the 
dots with straight lines. Use different color pencils to plot the two 
scores so that changes are clearly shown. 

Additional copies of this Special Fitness Record Form are available from NEA 
Publications Sales, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036. 1-99 
copies, 5¢ each; 100 or more 3¢ each. 
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EQUIPMENT 

") h,";.""" :,,1 h:!l ar'I'!('\.irli.it..::h 11..-
j n(ho.:, iii l!: .illlctcr ;5 pr..:! _ncll, A 
doo[v.;ay gym har can he u_~ .... J. ,\ 
.sIOPW~ll..:h is necJcd. 

D. :-CRlrT10N 

[he bci l!hl 01 lhe: h:u ::.houlc1 he ad· 
jU51L:L1 Sl~ it is approximate!) cqll,ll to 
the cupit's st;mdinp: height. The pupil 
should u~~ an ()\'erl1.lnd gr;\';l, \\'ith 
tL, ;~sSi:.;,d,,:e of t\\O "]llltt..:, , on' 111 
front <t11l1 one' in hack of p\l~'il, the 
pupil r~li5c:. his b("'d~' ofl lhe nl~or to 
" positll1n \\hCfC the chin is abo\c hit 
Hot TlillCh:l1i' :h.: b;lr, the dhcl\\s arC' 
f1 .\Cl~ .. ,- ' ih" chest j~ clo'ie 10 [hI.-' bar. 
" l.' " ". :.1' [I ~":.; \ ·;tCH"'; 

!,) pl. 1],,' }11'pll 11\ nit:' r,e l T'] 

t .),1 • :1'-: ~-"11,1 h"I(: tIl:'· pC' ,~t,'J1 ,D 
long as Pll~sihlc. 'J h rllpi\ shlluld 
be Jd\ i~C'd !O pu1l ll1c lll\.:':.l toward the 
11::1' ;j"J ~\.'''::P til..: dboV,5 cl"~l' 10 the 
,idL), 
Tilt' l"I': 1 :-.hould h· , ('\,cry or" 
r, "'-1111 to i r(11T '!l'In 

Ie', riy, II lh">CL~.::'~lry, h~: shl .. 1,1 11,,' J ,IT 
int.:) rlk (',,,,..,'('1 pll:.-iti,,;T \n (lL,t~till the 
"I "~;" " 1"".(", enl'.'nl. 

Rl.: d::S 
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EQlll!J"~,':~i-.lT 

n Jll~lt :lIl.:J \":;,1::1"1 

DESCRIPTION 

Th,,:- rupil lie,: on his b~ICk 011 the mil! 

\\ ,"'l k l"d,'I'·lcd, I,d fed a corn
ie" ·,.Il'L ~h,,!.L1p':L: or;.; I. HT'., hand" 
~r~ rl;lc~'L..) on the b3Ck (If the h-:au 
v,lth Ih,: filL.'crs inkrLl.... ed and elbDws 
\\ iJ;: .lr:Ht.' A r~Jftnl'r holding the 
J.·,~k·" h:l'Cj'~ thl' heel, :;] C~ [,I:1.ct with 
, !lI,', t all lime:: Th~ pupil sits 

~,!, t ....lli\..l1ing the clhow 10 the knee 
:'.r"J r~tll1ll<; In the sUlrling position. 
I hi... {'xL-rei,.,:- i" rcpC';lled ;'j<; many lime~ 

:1<: r\~<;"iD!L' in nne mil'~j;l·. 

~lIU.:~> 

-II,~ j ih:121 IJlu'd r ...'IlI.' n ill CUI\

n~! h:~hLi,J the ned. t!J[('lIghoul th~ 
" \ :'rc' "L~, 

Thl' k\\ll~) ,... llOU:, nl'l h~ bent 
'-' !1~n ~Itlj;l£. up hut ll1;IY be ~ligl1tl~' 
h:.." ',-"k:;'! hHIC), n", l'lh0',;., 10 the 
~l','" 

.1, rhc l',lek should h: rC'llillhJ and 
l;:'~ h~.Jtl :lrld dhows hl"'lI!=ht fOl \';" II 
\\ he' "'i[ljn~, IIp ;I~ :, "n;~1 liP" 
,t. ; ...~n 1'_'!llTni"'~ to (hI' stdflir.:' P(1 
,,\ri,~II, cl\","\S ~11Q\lIJ h,' held wilk ,1lH; 
;h,' ['.:1.-;'" IlnlH be Jl:lt en tll ..., m.ll 

hch1f,' ,inillg IIp ;Igain. 
<, 0,,,' 1,;',1) l1111~ 1'1 :._'iy,'fl, 

SCORIL -.:: 

Ol~',' :'<.~;!H ;\ gi\l~p fe'; t',' '11 C\ll\lrJdl' 

[11· ',kIlt l(ll: :i)~ L< ,: 1\, ~"I1CC. 

-""';:l\ ':-':Llrl~ Sill'U:',! ,IL" l~ \. Hed If lhr 
nl1~L'; lip.; dc, 11("\1 llL~lin!l:T cl,nl;lCl bc
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WUIPI.\r:~~f 'T, ,:' 

F:L '. '..,5 l'J WO(ld (:: i 11clH".<' l,Y 2. in('h('s 
Dy ... inches) and a :\roP\'.:~t::h, Pupils ~ 

"" ''I 

/~:'~j~'~ - 30' 
-, 

~hClllld \\(',)r ~neaker~ or run b.:ne =:\-,~~" ----~··t 

r ~'$CRkTION 

f00ted, 
--:::-~ / 
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....J,,' .I 
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~•..:.",-'J 
_.L-> '.;.0, >.,.~" 
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T\\o parallel lines ,He m,Hked on the 
f100r 30 fl.:CI ar~'IL Two blocks of 
wood ~re p1:ll~cd hehilll1 'lilL: of the 
Iii .'j, Tr.c pu:,il SI'UI'· fiNn behind 
t'i:e DthlT line. Un Ill(' ~irll ,; "Re~d\? 
Go:" the pupil r"ilnS to' 'c blocks, 
pieb 011(' lip, I Un', baek t~l the start
ing line. :lI1d p/{/! f'Y the blo('k jlehind 
It,,, line. lIe 1hell J LlI1S back :lnd picks 
• '.l--, - ',~,(llIH~ h10ct, wh!,'} ]:<> C(li ,.ie"· 
~:\,:, ,K:,~,~ the ~t:lr(ing Ijol~ 
It is prderahk to ha\"(' two pup:l" 
I ,,:'r!I~~~ ::1 the ~anJc time, bu~ ,I stc,; 
\~"t..::h i~ needed for each ,md there 
rllll";f k two hlock~ of wood for l~ach 

fllnncr, 

RUL~-;. ..( I - ~-?~ ..'I, 
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SCOriNG 
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EQUIPMENT 

"\f;l~. fk.·· > l\l U: ldoor jurnrlD[ 1';t :'d:,1 
tape mC35urc. 

DESCRIPTlOr; 

Pllj1;\ sl<wd'~ \vith til" feet ~c\'cnI1 

inche~ ap::lft and the tov~ just behil1d 
the takc~(111 line. PreparatDry tll 

jumping. the pupil swings the arms 
backw~\[(J and hellds the knees. The 
jump is accomp]i~hed hy simulrane
OLJ~]~' extending IlH" knees and "winV
ing t(1! wad the <11 ms. 

RULES 

\. AI!L1\" thr·.'c tr[::I\. 
2. L:~i'l,: a Ld'C. 11lt'JSlifC fr0m the 
r.·k(-nfT'liIlL t(, the bJck of lh,' heL 1 
11,'[, ,I ~!'l' l'il ,'-olJT linc. 
3. \Vhcn the lest is given indoors, it 
is conwnicnl to tape the 1,lpe me:lsurc 
to the j]LlO[ ai right ang]c50 to the takc
orr line and have the pupils jump akIn;.! 
the 1,,1':. The S(;(lfCr st,wel" to thl.: :-'id" 
aIlJ (,d,,", the llll'awrcIl-..C'nL 

SCO~:If.JG 

Rcc(\:-d the b~st of the tld"Cl' trLI1<; 
ll:l'i ~lnd im:hi.:.s to the nl',,~cs1 inch. 

f" -:>'-. 

!' '.', / 

.r. --". '" ./ .'~(-JW'~/'I", 0' '.j/.~' i~ -"',',/ l
" ' , .. 1" )
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EOUIPMEiH 

A ": .::'C: ,lr'propriuldy m<.nl.....:d for dis
tanct' :J.nj a stopw:ltch. 

DESCRIPTION 

"1 he r' ,', t:d"c,; ~ r()~iLilln \>chil1d the 
::.1'l!"ti~l_ dilC'. The ~t;lftcr will ll~c the 
sign.'.l -"Rc-Jdy? G0!" The word "go" 
will I'I? ::lC-::(lIlH';inicJ by <t ~kwmward 
sWl'l'fl llf [he ·.brtCr'S arm to civc a 
\"i'll,;~ <.i '::" .•tl to the ti;'l1C'f. \\ ho "stands 
ill th..: :~-;~i~h line. TLr pupil n1ll'.; as 
fa!! I :IS r,-'';'~Ibk and crosse<; the finish 
lin.:. h 'j~ prC'ferable to have' 1\\0 (or 
nH'fc) !,,:~ils run at the same time) 
('<I('h tirn.:-d by a scparak watch. 

RULES 

I. Oj~(' Hi:d only i:-. given. 
2. "The ~~~orc is the ebpscd 1illle h,,'· 
tween :),1;;' starleT'::. siDn3J <111<1 Ih\,.' in
'itZjjl[ 1)1l' pupil crossCs t!, finish linC'. 

SCORING 

RCCC'IJ lhl? cl.lpscd linl\' t(, the nt:Jh.:.t 

ten+h ('I .' ~ecol"" 

r~ 

':T-'~ O. 
~.
 While a sprinter's crouch h good,
 

any starting position may be uSl'd,

{~f[ 
,. ' 

~cl , 
I 

., <C,;;l:Y,';:' . 
'\ \ . .,. ~.':;~; I 

!./ tv,.j .f :.." ~2' /)/ 
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{.) ll;... 
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I..-~':FQU1P:~-[in 

~-""'l;;,di!l .~,), <'I.i~d~ IIH:;~;l Of 

\\ ,', Jcn ~l;d,_c~ u; other m:lrLcrs. and 
{.~;.~' I11C,l~llrc. 

DESCRIPTlOi~ 

1 I:. 'l'< ,,\', h. c(mlit:~~l,"(l en a1.' 
1;:1"~:c rl:l:ji1~,'lIdd (,\r in ? idrgc pn;
n.t'IL';"). TV'll \ur;111t'l lil'CS al"~ drll\~n 
"1\ f~'('l ,Ij ,11'[ h) i,1,':1 II fI.'-:,Lrainin!.' 
:l'~ -I he pUl'iJ 11:u'\,,\·.~ the' b,d! [rom 
I, .. i;· \hi' ;IIC;I (,I L'w '-.icp" may hr' 
t.l;'L~:l). The J""'oint \\ lJnc th\: bidi l;lnd~ 

j~ .\[~."LI with one of the sUk,'<;, If 
hi" sl'~'l'l1d or Lhil d thmw j~ farther, 
r,;w';C lh-: sl.l!,,'" ac,· ...)rdjn~~l\ !w thclt. 

.1 [hr"',',,:1" ~!.,1" i" ,~t d! 

I'.' i. !I!, ,)1 l' J"lpit\ ll~'~l 'Ill' \\. 
nj".~~UlcP'I"nt i) t:d,,'n by 'wp,' 

~. ,11 Ih1:' roin\ (ii, ~'-':l!: to [til' pl'int ojL 

111;.,\\, 1I":l ]('Il~ 1'.IPL i:; not ;nail.lhlc. 
ri',: tiL'1,l l':lll h' J1):II~cd ill ('(~nccnll"jc 

:LJ," _~iJ 1 thl' !1l(,;'.t1rc:i'I .. ·.1t t:!~,""ll 10 the 
!1'.'. fl'''! "re, h::il~.:": Cd,:.lI l, th:.lt thl' 
IT' . ~1I1 - . "lL j" dirl'I"lL In line v.llh 
T.<, I.m,:: ~~ pl,j·" ,Hid .1':: p"':lll (If lhe 
t ~ 11 ' 

Rl<S 

Onl\ ~ln o\"erhand lhro\\ may he 
lI'L ,. 

i ":('C thruws ;1:"',' ~ll"w,:d, 
',iQal,("1' fl'\~\l~lll" ,1 ,1;, 

:.i.' !1",'.11 

I." c: 'i.e-: III tbe puiflf t\i' lhll) ,iiii'. 

:;,: ' 1~INC 

l\.,,',(_~ld \h~ hnl ('! t!Jll': tri.lI .... to the 
I1C:l:C'\ hllli. 

-'--- 

/~~~
(
/ 

,;!J ,II'
---~ 

!l , 
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\

/4---- " I 
IUT'AIMING L1HE 

flr)" ," OF \ \ST/~'~!:l t, .. 
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WUIPMHH 

(" ~eL 

~\ \, '. ",>ti~"):l ~ l),l thc',;:, r'~I~l's) an(l stop-
w;t~... h. 

.\ '0 .11"1.:" ,.: 'i~! ,', J,'[' 'I m;lrkl'd 

DESCRiPTl()~~ 

l'lI1'11 ~1'<:'5 d "111ll11ilg ~L'n. 01\ 'hi 
~i:;[]:d "Ready'? Cill~" the pupil SI;lfh 

[Lc run. If nC'::l's~ar), the funning 
m.lY be interspers .... d with w~dl:i))~. It 
j" rl ,.'ferahl~ to haw 1\'.[' ((If Tlwr..:-) 
;'uri:~ run ,-ll the S,H~lC tillle, )"Il J. 

~[C'J'· ...:>lIC'h is nccd..::d fur c,lch rtU1ller. 

RULr:S 

',\ ;I~l ir-,~_' is 11Crll1!lk,i hilt ;:", (lb
"- __ I" III C.Cl\., lhe dj~(anc.... 1;1 the 

<,1. ;\,:,t oc)\:-.ihic tiJll~·. 

"j th~ ~COI~ j" the ..:lapsed tim..: be
1\ ,'('ll the :-,t'lflln~' "!!"lI.d and the 
Ilwj'; en! lhe Plipi\ cr.'.~~L~ tlh~ fiili~Jl 
Ii:;,·. 

:,( ORIl-.lL-; 

Record (he. II 'i ,cd lillh' in minutes 
and sec(lnds. 

/-_ .. ~."--_. - --+- --- ._------------_.. ~ 

f'>(- - 50YDS )< I'1- .--~---?--------~--------~-./ 

START ANtJ FINiSH 

r-
L 

START 

;; 

" 
+-------
AND FINISH 

An ... ,,~y \"·0)' ! .. '_vi til: 

l' 
25' 

1
 

I';' Ol.,j of 
door" is to ,r~,c fhe COUr5(! for thf.· 
50-yard do~h, Three limr~ 1)1' 

and back lon be u5ed for the 
300-y,ud rUIl-wolk, Indoors, six 
times around a 50' x 25' cours,' 

can be used. It is sorne1i'lws f\,:"lp_ 
ful to mork off the rcutp will. 
bend,...'s 010119 II,,; side, ond f1~.~ 

on chairs 01 the corners. 

-) 

V, / , 
,,~ -

z:, 

<9"' [----1= , 
'. 0' 
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, 

START Min flWSH 
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TO: Students interested in an exciting, state-wide testing 
program 

RE: HELP: 

In the last edition of the REACT newsletter it was 

mentioned that students are needed to test trainable men

tally retarded students on the Kennedy Special Fitness Test. 

This survey will hopefully involve all public school TMR 

students in the state. We need students Oct. 9, 16, and 

23. You will be traveling to classes for TMR students 

across the state and would need to miss a day of classes. 

The orientation sessions will be held next week in room 

206 of the Student Union at 7:00 p.m. on Oct. 2 and at 

4:00 p.m. on Oct. 4. 

If you are interested please contact Penny Wood, 

342-2942 or leave the bottom of this sheet in the special 

education office. 

Name, _ 

Phone, _
 

Dates available for testing, ___
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Thanks to everyone who has indicated a willingness to 

participate in the state survey. There will be two orientation 

sessions next week at which time students will be instructed in 

the administration of the fitness test and the reporting of results. 

Hopefully, assignments will be made at that time also. The dates for 

the meetings are oct. 2 at 7:00 p.m. and Oct. 4 at 4:00 p.m. Both 

meetings will be held in room 206 of the Student Union. If you 

cannot attend either of these meetings but want to participate in 

the survey, please contact Penny Wood, 342-2942 and a time will be 

determined when you can receive this information. 

Thank you 
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APPENDIX D
 

Letter to Administrator, Questionnaire, Parent Letter
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Dear Administrator: 

The purpose of this letter is to ask for your cooperation in a sur
vey which will be conducted on a statewide basis next month. I am cur
rently teaching a secondary class for the trainable mentally retarded at 
Emporia High School and am completing requirements for a masters degree 
at Kansas State Teachers College. For my thesis, I have hypothesized that 
there is a significant difference in the motor performance of EMR and TMR 
students and that therefore, appropriate norms for the latter group should 
be developed on a recognized physical fitness test. 

In preparing for the Special Olympics last year, it was noted that on 
the Special Fitness Test for the Mentally Retarded (developed by the 
Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation and the American Association for Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation) that the TMR students conSistently 
rated very low. This test was standardized on an EMR population. The re
sults proved to be of little or no diagnostic help in evaluating motor pro
ficiency. It became apparent that norms are needed for the TMR group. 

The state survey will hopefully include all public school TMR stu
dents. They will be tested on the Special Fitness Test, sometimes referred 
to as the Kennedy Fitness Test. This is a short, easily administered 
test which consists of seven subtests. The individuals administering the 
test will be special education majors in the undergraduate and graduate 
program at Kansas State Teachers College. They will be trained by Rodger 
Shannon, our regional Special Olympics director. The testing will be 
done in October (see attached form). At the conclusion of the study, all 
administrators will receive copies of the results and new norms for use 
in TMR classes. 

I would appreciate it very much if you would complete the attached 
questionnaire and return it to the college. You will receive another 
letter with more specific information prior to the testing. 

Thank you for your time and I hope that it will be possible for 
your students to be a part of this effort. 

Sincerely, 

s/Penny Wood 
Penny Wood 

Enclosure: Parent letter, questionnaire 
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QUESTIONNAIRE
 

1.	 Administrator's Name 

2.	 Will it be possible to test the students in your TMR classes? 

Yes No _ 

3.	 Is the ~ollowing date satisfactory? 

Yes	 No 

4.	 Please supply the ~ollowing information for each TMR class 

Teacher's Name School Number in elas s 

5.	 What time do the classes convene? 

Elementary Secondary ___ 

6.	 What time do the classes dismiss? 

Elementary Secondary _ 

7.	 Do you want copies of the letter to the parents? 

Yes No

If so, how many? _ 

Thank you: 
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October 15, 1973 

Dear Parents: 

I am a special education teacher in a class for the trainable 
mentally retarded in Emporia. As part of my graduate work at Kansas 
state Teachers College, I hope to develop a better means of evaluating 
the motor performance of TMR students. In an effort to accomplish 
this, all public school TMR students will hopefully be tested on the 
Kennedy Fitness Test. Upon completion of the testing, standards will 
be developed for the TMR students and distributed to their teachers 
for use in the classroom. I hope that your son or daughter can be a 
part of this effort. 

Sincerely, 

Penny Wood 
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Score Card 

Date of testing, _ 

City class is located ___in~ 

Age _ 

Sex M F::..:.-_-

1. Flexed Arm Hang 1.	 seconds 

2. Sit-Up 2.	 number 

3. Shuttle-Run 3.	 seconds/tenths 

4. Standing Broad Jump 4.	 feet/inches 

5. 50 Yard Dash 5.	 seconds/tenths 

6. Softball Throw 6.	 feet 

7. 300 Yard Walk-Run 7.	 minutes/seconds 

Mongoloid_ 

Non-Mongoloid 

Name'	 _ 

Direction:	 Remove this portion before returning to college. Teacher 
may retain name. 
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School:-	 _ 

Teacher	 _ 

Number in Cle.ss	 _ 

Number tested'---------- 
Date'	 _ 

1.	 Does this class have a physical education program? Explain. 

2.	 Does the class have adequate space for physical activity? Dimension 
estimate. 

3.	 Who conducts the physical education? Teacher~_~ 

P.E. Instructor
 
Special P.E. In~s~t-r~u~c7t~or _
 

4.	 How much time per week is spent in physical activity? In room? 
In gym? 
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APPENDIX F 

1972-1973 State Department List of Classes for the 

Severely Handicapped (Trainable) 
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5~ECI.':L 'L:l'c.:YfJON CL:\SSES FOR SE'/ERlLY l~.·:.;j~;IC~,;:)F'ED 

f\ :.,..,..:,..., " ... ,..~-!- ,- lS",+ )Di s·L. ,.,.- Z-ip {\OII,',I'"I.., ..i,~0t' \~ Li~ .... 

409 66002 D~. Lc~rence Sut1er 

318 67730 Louis E. ~o1~d~y, SLpt. 

Ch~rles 

Sp2cis] 
Lovcnstein, 
~ . -
c.:::"':"';(; a.-c 1 on 

Di~. 

273 67420 JO~'ln R. 3cttorr, 

2,,4 66839 

Eldon CJ:·j2~, Dir. 
Sp2ci:l E~uc&tion 

Haro] d Sc,,,,,"-;,,' 

~·Ol 67524 uc:.mes E·th:"~ dge 

445 G7-:'3/ ~(.2nrH::;th A. :";CC-h.J;""e 

0- 0 
v':-.:J 6690", I--:-:J rJ i d 1'11. C1.:'I~;( 

260 ~70~"l L. L. Vc~ Pet ten 

~-43 67381 Dr ~ E. ~'ia ·."to,". ?e'~21"SCn 

Ga,'~y 8~sh0P~ Di:·~ 

S~2ci~.'-: EducQt~Qn 

D:',:,~,\C:~ ~:·JC 67GL~·2 Ger~:d S. Frank1~n~ S~~~. 

L2st2r Nie~s2n~ Dir. 
j..:-..:ciai Ed:Jca.-~io.l 

J;~ SS'J 

2~ 8 c?;=J Ra.:/:;:J;10 R,:M1,3,nd 

253 r' ~ 'y
Vv~JI G~~t~2 S..:;ifert 

'nr~~ng c rn~1"n~3r~~~4)
\ •.-.. .... ;,..1.' ,JUj-'CI ,lI,..CI lUC, d,.. 

" S~:,::; :-r 

309 

23~· 

67C.':,o 

66701 D\". R. E. Hicks 

L'20n .A tte:;ery 

",57 C7S"": 6 Dr. HGr~ce J~ GGQd 

J2ck i~ardesty~ Dir. 
Speci:i1 [ducat"; Oil 
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T~~'(:cr!c:r 

[joro-chy ~·i(~a::2 

r·:e:"('~iy.-l 8~';~d 

'~:"":--;(': Bea.:nt;;':;,'i."j 
L0.:'·iL~el :'la:"~r, 

C~uck Lov2ns~~~n 

Ve.-I'Ja E-;;2j 

SUS-(Ll Co-?~e I 

['<3. tj P.nn~ ~i; 1": 1er 

Dz..\Jid Rob~i;ls 

SJ::d;r-a G~6.ves 

C~ro-: Pz;.ite:"son 
1·':;:;,·("~ 1yr~ Si I"Z2~'" 

~2v2ily ~. ECI~2r 

>,:~"':/ G12c.son 

:...UC"; 1OJ e G:" is :-:2'11 

~&tr~cia OrnGorff 

.":2,';"y Ar.:l P·... i ce 
;~:","2:n je1~ 12y Soupi set 

I.l \< ria Doles 
::;e:1;~.y l!ood 

F..:..r~i1 HGndersor. 

Carolyn M. Pence 

L"indc:. .~Jeavet 

Linda Ap pe 1. h~~~; s 
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'd . .. + (S . ,Ci st. {! Zil? h mlnlS-C~~aI.Qr UD"C.) Te.:chcr 

428 

489 

410 

430 

') '"1':'_ 
~Gu 

t.~·s 

257 

500 

495 

497 

67530
 

6lGOl 

670:3 

66439 

67501 

67301 

66749 

56105 

67550 

660~4 

D. V. S\':al-~z, Supt. 

John ~~eplc, Dir.
 
Special ~duc~tion
 

2408 Jeff~rsGn
 

Val is Rockvlell 

f:e1 th Ltc.'y 

Jon D.	 hc:"'s;,benj'el~~ Supt. 

r-'i. Jil	 Copl::~2nd:l Dir. 
S!J2cia	 ~Jucaticn 
114 hesl.: 8t:'l 

Dr. Hen'lund L. R. Paschcl,
 
Supt.
 

D:". ~:iJ.'('o-lci P,. t:lker~ Uil.... 
SP8C i 2.1 t.cucz:. t en 

Dr. i-1ax	 O. hc:·i;n~ St.;pt. 

KEnne~n Ray Fcn1ey, Dir. 
Special EGucation 

Enl10r G. fiorir:e 

G2ry GGod~in, Di~. 

SpeciJl	 Educa~ion 

Dr. O.	 L. P1Jcker, Sup~. 

uC::21C: R~ Le:",:u, D~r. 

Special Educz:.~ion 
625 Minn., Libr. Bldq. 

A1vail A. Turner
 

Dr. Cul S. Knox, Supt.
 

Dr. Line Srni t~l, Di r.
 
e:: "-" ,....... '.J'C ..... al Education
2:m	 Louisi"na
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. Sr. r':, Frances G2bc~ 

Sr. Cani5ius GeL~art 

Th2ca Rose 

0\..:Q'y Lee };z.11 
Sheryl LOr"e.,'ice 

Ern,} Harms 

Dor.na P(l"('izs 

Ruben Grose 
Virginia S£Ock 

Raymond	 Thc~'I'd~ 

Connie Elizabeth hylie 
The~iTja Hunir.ger 

,]C:2f,ne Kras i ck 
:<uth Penn 
Caio~_v:i Snyder 
Dd;o:.... 2h Tc:nl'in 
Lowell Ale~tnder 

Sne~rilyn Fisher 
~12:ilyn Fo~ndopolous 

C12:.1ent	 Rogers 

l,';len~	 3enning 

82'1er1y Scovil 
Dianne Wulter 
Carbar~ Grand 
~'~crsha Read 
Haxine Gover 



1972-73.S 3 

Dist~P IiI!. A~TIinist~ator (Supt.) ·CcJ.cr:e:r 

383 66502 

364 

~l1 S 

211 

290 

369 

66508 

67{~60 

67654 

66067 

66071 

250 6b762 

382 67124 

£-;(7 

305 

G7665 

67,·01 

31j-5 bGC08 

i~~IG;~TS 

442 

450 

cG538 

6G::A2 

Or. 6. L. Chalendcr, Su~t. 

C. K. Garl:art. Dir.
 
Spacial ~ducation
 

2031 Poy~tz
 

Ray L. BrGl,m 

TeG R. ~'!as{lburn 

5ryce J. Staliard 

:":ar-v; n P. rCi<..er 

Seul"'ge L. ~ie:~lm;, Supt. 

3111 \1;vE:rs:. Dii~. 

Sp.:cL::."; Educatio;j 
Box 266 

Dr. jack L. Reed 

Dr. jack D. Skillett 

Verl D. Andersen 

Dr. Lloyd Schurr 
Box bOB 

Lloyd Loc~~ood, Oi'r. 
Special Edication 

r"1a~y ;.:;~riis 

Juanita Crovm 

j··lary 1·lard 

i:'la~~l 201 ton 

Jul~2 Gottschal~ 

;,1,,:... t;~a. L. i1il1e:son 

P.icl"lc:.rd Dooe 
S~. HeD;letta Kocher 
5·..... Hilde':jar'ue l~ocncr 
Hc:;y l;upk¢: 
["1ary f,nn Ki1snoski 
ROS2 A:~.n KrCift 
Trudy ilinne 

6al i nda '·.arry 
r/larsha r'leY-onco 
Lyia Vaughn 

judy Punna 
Cflarlene Lr~n~n211 
Cheryl tkClure'\' 
TI,omas ~'l'ende 1 

i-Jutlcy Asre9n~n 

Iris Lindsay 
Jerry Spears 

Scanlan Ave. & Jumper Rd., Sa;ina Airport Center 

Gruce H8noch~ SUPL. Cliei...yl Hc!·jish 

Don G. 11(:I;Jks, Dir. 
Special EJllcation 
1124 W. Lyman Rd, Topeka 

Gerald J. Fe~cil Arlena V. ~cDonald 

Feman P. I~arsh [11 en Farmer 
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'd . .. , (" ~,Dist.r Zin tI-mlnlS1:r'C:-t.or JUp".) Tcac~-Icr 

51')
,~ 66204 Dr. flrze·ll L. Ual1, Su~t. EGttJ :\tl'.c:y 

723S Antioch I r~;'12 C1YT:l0r~ 

i\~~".:y f-;ov:J.rC: 
66207 Dr .. Tee: G\'"'-:::j, Dil~. Sa 11.'1 ~,..t.o!<es 

Special E~ucation :~adcl~ne ~:eqhcr~~ 

5101 li1. 9Sth, Over .. Pk .. 1':21,(,.1 Franey 
Connie Alexander 

Eo Rcgall~ Coord. Sara:l Kni~{i-C 

r'~R Pl~O£ rc:.rr~s 

SOl 66603 Dr. !:.lt1ce Po. 301w~" SUpt. Eo t:a Deer 
(~5 ~';est Gl:h :'-;212 r-:itchel1 

Kat;~!y ReeL 
66604 L'.. I. G~c n ~ Di 1' .. Glenna Alae'rson 

S02ci2-l t ucat~on Col1een Tal1ey 
1725 Arno d f·ierl e l>lhai1cr 

Joh~ G2~gs;» Ccord. 
[·12 Programs 

!~37 GSG19 C1~nn C. Sloop) Supt .. Martha Wullschlegcr 
Route 1 

66508 Dc;n D.. Ha\\!KS, DiY" .. 
Specie.l cducc.tion 
112( '~!. Lyman RUt TO~2ka 

"- ,J:.iJ 67152 Richard ~~alnt Supt. teloi se HamClan 
Sex 648 i'larjorie Rose 

Barry St~~12Y, Dir .. 
S~2cial E~~cstion 
;002 East Harvey 

2"0 
~-

67202 Dr. f\lvi:A 

, :<orr-is ~ SL<pt. ;',ntoinettc Fal.Jl kner 
L;.23 S. Ct-c2JG~,:a'y t.,·.lril r·1u'(''('~.v 

Christine Paqc 
67214 Sur;1 Serninoff, D-jt. Barcara [)e j 1es 

Spc:ci2J1 Education C'iUCC: Cole 
640 riort~ Emporia ~ceatricc Seott 

GlaGYs [vans 
t·lary t·icClir.ton 
Saundra Dunsworth 

4GS G715G Dr. roli::rt i~iCKcn7.ie Getty :·layes 
Crl an UnGE:Twood 
Janiece I:uck 
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